1994 gmc 1500 transmission

It has been sitting a year. She said years ago they had tranny trouble; it would stay in low. She
took it to a shop where she said they cleaned a switch and reset the computer. After that it
worked fine for a long time, then would intermittently have the same problem, then be fine. I got
the truck and it wouldn't shift out of low. I pulled the pan, which was real clean, just a very light
coating of gray. I changed the solinoid, new fluid and filter. I also noticed the speedometer
wasn't working. I then changed the speed pickup on the transfer case, which did not help the
speedometer. Now the truck will shift manually, but when you put it in drive, it free wheels:
nothing at all; no drag or anything. The computer just checks code If you put it in drive, it stays
in low. If you put it in low and lift the handle, it will go into second immediately and when you
move to drivenothing. Will a bad computer do this? Today I must have gotten my 20 minutes on
the computer, because I got error code 16, which is vehicle speed buffer! I need to know where
it is ThanksStuck in the 70's. Robert answered 10 years ago. I have a 94 Chevy Silverado 5. An
the TCC solenoid the signals from the power control model tells it when to shift check the
Orange an yellow wire on the harness that connects to your driver side fire wall. I have a 94
Chevy Silverado just used trany in it and it won't shift out makes noise going up hill. Frederick
answered 5 years ago. I had a similar problem a few weeks ago. Speedometer stopped working
and my truck stopped shifting. I changed the speedometer censor located at the on the tail end
of the transmission on the driver side. Tooloose answered 5 years ago. If you have a trans code
reader and it codes 72 have a dealer check for bad selector switch. Regular code readers like a
snap-on mt can read transmission data, as where other odb2 readers will not. Specialized tools
are required to accurately diagnose trans problems! Leave this to the professional trans shops
or GM Trained Professionals, it will get fixed faster, and cost less in the long run. Time is
money, don't waste either guessing. Reggie answered 5 years ago. Dwreck answered 5 years
ago. Jody answered 5 years ago. I have a 94 Chevy just put a tranny in and 1 and 2 nd work
good but nothing in drive. ARABengineer answered 5 years ago. Michael answered 5 years ago.
Jack answered 5 years ago. Yes that's has happen to two of my 93 Chevy Silverado 4x4 , 1 and
2 fine then free wheel in overdrive. Just change - solenoids first and if that doesn't work change
the computer per Ebay it's the cheapest. Hope this helps JJD. Hotrod answered 4 years ago. I
had the same problem I couldn't shift out of second and when I could my overdrive was not
working so I would burn through the gas i and couldn't figure it out. But I finally looked at where
the wiring went into the Trans and found out the 4x4 linkage was to close to the wiring so every
time I locked 4x4 in it would hit the wiring and push the plug in the transmission causing it to
leak. You have to clean out the plug going into your Trans I used wd, probably not the best
thing but that's all I saw and then blow some air into it and lwt it dry unplug the battery for 30
mins and worked just fine. I don't not know why that 4x4 linkage is so close to the wiring ont the
trans though. Oh yeah I have a 97 gmc k 4l80e. Chasitylori answered 4 years ago. We have the
same issue with our 93 gmc sierra 4x2. Wont shift into second until we let off the gas then itll
shift but then theres no over drive. Ive changed the solenoids, fluid and filter and even added
lucas antislip. Nothing as worked. Any suggestions. Shop says it needs to be rebuilt. He needs
it fixed asap. Im tired of driving him around. Isaac answered 4 years ago. I have a chevy
silverado 5. What could this be. Also I was told I could only use a tranny From a 98 or 99 whY's
the reason. Rodie answered 4 years ago. Isaac; same. Differances vary. Electrical hook ups.
Servo diameter. Dust cover design etc Example: is OBD 1 with five solenoids. A is OBD 1 with
six solenoids. And a is OBD 2 with six solenoids. Which forces to be a stand alone year. It
seems like my truck sits on the top of the ground and spins. Don't go in Reverse? Daniela
answered 3 years ago. Guru97HHY answered 3 years ago. Trubadoor, 93 chey silverado, no od
no one has daid anything about the brake switch witch has 3 contact's in it. Guru97NRF
answered 3 years ago. Had the same problem fix the speedometer it makes the computer tell the
trans to shift! Gear solinoed the transmision the computer the speedsencer. All that time i had
the same problems.. Once i got the speedsencer working. Changes fine now. My 94 silverado
was doing the same thing transmission wasn't shifting and speedometer wasn't working change
the brake fuse under the dash and now truck working like it should. My 94 gmc sierra k
speedometer was acting up,brake light came on and it wouldnt shift into 3rd or od without
slipping out of gear. Changed speedo sensor and cured all problems. Block answered 2 years
ago. I have a 94 GMC Yukon with a 5. GuruTL9MK answered 2 years ago. I have a chevy
silverado 4x4 wheel wheel drive transmission is on floor i was told that this is my Tranny
number r4 and WHAT other trannys fix my truck plzzzzzzz help i I'm out of a way to go to work
but need flywheel and torque converter needed to see it is the flywheel. I have a chevy silverado
4x4s on floor what kind of a tranny cau a 91 chevy Silverado 4x4 wheel drive transmission r4
use??? And i need help i jacked up back up to where tires off the ground i and put Tranny fluid
d in Tranny fluid is good cover from around flywheel is out of that be thedamn put fuild in
Tranny fluid is good. Kreid79 answered 2 years ago. What went wrong? Anna answered 2 years

ago. GuruLG5R5 answered about a year ago. GuruSHFQ1 answered about a year ago. I have a
94 Silverado 4x4 4L60E transmission and C transfer case. Started shifting hard, found that the
rear main output seal went out. Replaced the seal, filled transfer case, topped off transmission,
and now it won't go into reverse and driving forward will not upshift out of 1st. Any ideas? Chris
answered about a year ago. There is a harness that runs behind your motor to your
transmission. It collects grease and what not then with that and heat it eats away at the wiring
harness causing the wires to short out. This is where a lot of these problems are originating.
Guru1C answered about a year ago. I have all gears but have too switch manually on the
column. Guru1G6HX answered about a year ago. It would go in Drive but had no pull until I
reached about mph. Would not go into overdrive. Now It's not pulling at all and will not move.
Guru2CV6W answered 11 months ago. Justin answered 11 months ago. I have a Chevy K 4x4
4L60e , just rebuilt the transmission completely and after I've put little over miles on it and now
the transmission won't shift into Overdrive unless you stop turn the truck off wait a few
minutes, then start the truck back up and drive down the road, after that it'll start going into
Overdrive again like nothing ever happened also another thing is it'll be very sluggish taken off
from a dead stop like it's taken off in 2nd or 3rd gear. Anybody knows what could be causing
this? I could realy use the help ASAP. GuruJD7CD answered 7 months ago. Jimmy answered 5
months ago. I have a 96 Silverado with a and a 4l60e my daughter was driving it home and she
just lost all gears drive and reverse is this a tram or a sensor issue. I had the same problem
gauges went out and only had 1st and 2nd ended up being the switch behind the where yhe key
goes its basically the ignition switch. She took it to a shop where she said My truck is having
problems shifting. I have already changed the shift solenoids and replaced the transmission
filter, changed the ignition switch, checked a I have a gmc Sierra 5. My transmission on my 93
sierra has 1st 2nd and D. Can feel it shift all other gears except from D to OD. Also I can have I
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year. She said years ago they had tranny trouble; it would stay in low. She took it to a shop
where she said they cleaned a switch and reset the computer. After that it worked fine for a long
time, then would intermittently have the same problem, then be fine. I got the truck and it
wouldn't shift out of low. I pulled the pan, which was real clean, just a very light coating of gray.
I changed the solinoid, new fluid and filter. I also noticed the speedometer wasn't working. I
then changed the speed pickup on the transfer case, which did not help the speedometer. Now
the truck will shift manually, but when you put it in drive, it free wheels: nothing at all; no drag
or anything. The computer just checks code If you put it in drive, it stays in low. If you put it in
low and lift the handle, it will go into second immediately and when you move to drivenothing.
Will a bad computer do this? Today I must have gotten my 20 minutes on the computer,
because I got error code 16, which is vehicle speed buffer! I need to know where it is
ThanksStuck in the 70's. Robert answered 10 years ago. I have a 94 Chevy Silverado 5. An the
TCC solenoid the signals from the power control model tells it when to shift check the Orange
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and my truck stopped shifting. I changed the speedometer censor located at the on the tail end
of the transmission on the driver side. Tooloose answered 5 years ago. If you have a trans code
reader and it codes 72 have a dealer check for bad selector switch. Regular code readers like a
snap-on mt can read transmission data, as where other odb2 readers will not. Specialized tools
are required to accurately diagnose trans problems! Leave this to the professional trans shops
or GM Trained Professionals, it will get fixed faster, and cost less in the long run. Time is
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the computer per Ebay it's the cheapest. Hope this helps JJD. Hotrod answered 4 years ago. I
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94 Silverado 4x4 4L60E transmission and C transfer case. Started shifting hard, found that the
rear main output seal went out. Replaced the seal, filled transfer case, topped off transmission,
and now it won't go into reverse and driving forward will not upshift out of 1st. Any ideas? Chris
answered about a year ago. There is a harness that runs behind your motor to your
transmission. It collects grease and what not then with that and heat it eats away at the wiring
harness causing the wires to short out. This is where a lot of these problems are originating.
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reached about mph. Would not go into overdrive. Now It's not pulling at all and will not move.
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4L60e , just rebuilt the transmission completely and after I've put little over miles on it and now
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Overdrive again like nothing ever happened also another thing is it'll be very sluggish taken off
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to a shop where she said My truck is having problems shifting. I have already changed the shift
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